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Multi-core and many-core platforms lead the computer industry, forcing software developers
to adopt new programming paradigms, in order to fully exploit their computing capabilities
such as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). GPU-based application development requires a
great effort from application programmers. On one hand, they must take advantage of the
massively parallel platform in the problem modeling. On the other hand, the applications have
to make an efficient use of the heterogeneous memory system, managing several levels that
are software or hardware controlled. Generally the programmers' methodology consists in
evaluating several mapping alternatives, guided by their experience and intuition, which
becomes inefficient for software development and maintenance.
This volume presents in thirteen chapters some methodologies and design patterns for parallel
programing on GPUs, to help the programmers to make the good choices. Each chapter,
written by different authors, presents a state-of-the-art of some innovative methods,
techniques or algorithms, usefull for GPU computing. A bibliography is included at the end of
each chapter.
The main topics considered in the book include: CUDA and OpenCL programming langage,
parallelizing compilers generating code, dynamic code generation, parallel skeletons, high
level data flow models, optimizing source code, and numerical methods. The book includes
details of the implementation of the algorithms as well as both academic and real engineering
examples.
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